The dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) and its connections constitute one of the ascending auditory pathways to the inferior colliculus.
One notable feature of this nucleus is the heavy commissural connections between DNLL on opposite sides of the midbrain. These commissural connections may have a significant impact on the ascending pathway. In this study, the fine structure of DNLL in the cat and its commissural connections were examined. Both anterograde and retrograde transport methods were used simultaneously at the EM level. Injections of 3H-leucine mixed with WGA-HRP were made in one DNLL. After axonal transport, EM autoradiographic methods were used to identify the anterogradely labeled axonal endings from the opposite DNLL. In the same location, retrogradely labeled neurons with crossed connections were identified with HRP histochemistry. Two types of axonal endings were found in DNLL, those with round synaptic vesicles forming asymmetrical synaptic junctions and those with pleomorphic vesicles and symmetrical synapses. Both types were equally common. However, only endings with pleomorphic vesicles were labeled after injections in the contralateral DNLL. The labeled endings from the opposite DNLL appeared to represent a homogeneous population, even though a number of variations in the 2 types of endings were found. Labeled endings were presynaptic to all parts of neurons in DNLL, but a large proportion of the synapses were on cell bodies and large dendrites.
Two patterns of nuclear morphology and distribution of rough endoplasmic reticulum were identified and may represent different cell types. Examples of both cell types were observed to project to the contralateral side and received labeled synaptic endings.
The major finding of this study is that the crossed connections between DNLL exhibit the morphology associated with inhibitory function. Since neurons in DNLL are thought to use GABA as a neurotransmitter, the crossed connections could provide inhibitory inputs to DNLL on each side. Since some neurons receive numerous axosomatic inputs from the contralateral DNLL and also project to the opposite side, they may participate in direct reciprocal, inhibitory connec-tions between the nuclei. Crossed inhibitory connections in the DNLL pathway may be important in regulating the flow of ascending auditory information.
The dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) holds a unique position in the auditory system. Astride the fibers of the lateral lemniscus, DNLL receives most of the same projections that ascend to the inferior colliculus (Glendenning et al., 198 1; ; and DNLL also projects bilaterally to the inferior colliculus. Thus, the combined inputs and outputs of DNLL form a multisynaptic pathway, parallel to the other ascending pathways to the inferior colliculus (Goldberg and Moore, 1967; van Noort, 1969; Roth et al., 1978; Adams, 1979; Brunso-Bechtold et al., 1981; Kudo, 1981; Tanaka et al., 1985) . By comparison, projections from the cochlear nucleus travel to the inferior colliculus by the direct pathways, while the indirect pathways pass through the superior olive (Oliver, 1987; . Since recent immunocytochemical data in the cat suggest that most, if not all, neurons in DNLL may contain GABA (Adams and Mugnaini, 1984) , the DNLL pathway may differ from the other ascending pathways. The DNLL may provide an inhibitory input to the inferior colliculus. Another important feature of the multisynaptic DNLL pathway is the direct, commissural connection between the DNLL on each side via the commissure of Probst (e.g., Probst, 1902; . These lateral connections are the first crossings in the auditory system above the level of the cochlear nuclei and superior olivary complex. Despite the pivotal and unique position of DNLL in the parallel ascending pathways, the synaptic organization and function of DNLL are not well understood. One hypothesis is that individual cells project to the opposite DNLL and also receive inhibitory inputs from the opposite side; thus, a reciprocal connection is created. This hypothesis requires testing at the EM level.
The present study provides the first observations of the DNLL and its commissural connections at the EM level. Through the use of axonal transport of 3H-leucine and EM autoradiography, the axonal endings from the opposite DNLL and their postsynaptic targets are identified. In the same material, these labeled commissural endings are compared with unlabeled axonal endings from the ascending pathways. These results demonstrate that the crossed connections between DNLL on the 2 sides have the synaptic morphology usually associated with inhibitory function and may participate in an inhibitory reciprocal relationship between the nuclei.
Preliminary reports of this material were presented in abstract form (Oliver et al., 1987a, b; ).
Materials and Methods
Materials and methods were the same as those used in a previous study . Five cats were deeply anesthetized with Na pentobarbital(35 mg/kg) or a mixture of ketamine HCl(33 mg/kg) and acepromazine maleate (1.1 mg/kg). The surface of the tegmentum overlying DNLL was surgically exposed. Saline solutions of 'H-leucine ('HLeu; 50-200 mCi/ml; specific activity, 58 Ci/mmol; ICN Radiochemicals #20036) mixed with either 10% HRP (Boehringer Mannheim) or 0.7-1.2% wheat germ agglutinin conjugated with HRP (WGA-HRP; Sigma) were injected through an air-pressure system (Picospritzer, General Valve) and a glass micropipette (lo-50 Frn tip diameter). During the postoperative period, subjects were monitored for signs of distress, dehydration, and infection, and none were observed. Two days after injections, the animals were perfused while under deep pentobarbital anesthesia, and the tissue was prepared for light microscopy (LM) and EM (Oliver, 1984a (Oliver, , 1987 .
Histological methods. Autoradiographic methods were used to reveal the anterograde transport of 'H-Leu at both the LM and EM levels. Sectioning and subsequent processing of tissue for EM took place in phosphate buffer (0.12 M, pH 7.2-7.4) that contained 6% sucrose. The tissue was serial-sectioned with a Vibratome so that sections for EM were 100 Nrn thick and spaced 300 pm apart. The intervening sections were either 30 or 40 pm-thick for LM autoradiography (Cowan et al., 1972 : Edwards. 1972 : Oliver. 1984a or 50 urn thick for HRP histochemistry methods that use DAB (Adams, 198 1) or TMB reagents (Mesulam, 1978) . Sections were counterstained with neutral red or cresyl violet. The lOO-pm-thick sections were prepared for EM after the DAB reaction. Sections were rinsed in buffer, osmicated (buffered 1%) blockstained in 2% uranyl acetate, dehydrated, and embedded in resin (Epox 8 12, E. F. Fullam). The EM autoradiographs were prepared according to methods described previously (Kopriwa, 1973; Oliver, 1984a Oliver, , 1987 . These methods can detect the small amounts of radioactivity found in axonal endings after axonal transport of )H-labeled amino acids (Salpeter et al., 1977; Oliver, 1985) .
The areas of DNLL to be examined at the EM level were selected from the regions with heavy labeling in LM autoradiographs (Fig. 1, A, C, E). The 1 00-pm-thick section was trimmed for EM, while semithin, 1 Km sections were collected and stained to confirm the alignment of the EM sample with the LM autoradiograph. The DNLL was easily identified usina cvtoarchitectonic criteria in both plastic se&&s and LM autoradiographs. The samples chosen'for EM analysis were confined to DNLL.
Analysis. Analysis of the EM autoradiographic material took place after exposure times of 5-50 weeks. A JEOL 1OOCX or Philips 300 microscope was used. To establish the presence of statistically significant labeling, a x1 analysis was performed to compare actual labeling to a random distribution (Blackett and Parry, 1973; Parry, 1976; Salpeter et al., 1978; Oliver, 1985 Oliver, , 1987 . The hypothetical grain procedure was used to estimate the distribution of radioactive sources in the tissue (Oliver, 1985, Appendix) . The DNLL was subdivided into mutually exclusive tissue compartments-axonal endings with round and pleomorphic synaptic vesicles were assigned to separate compartments. Tissue compartments heavily labeled by axonal transport displayed the highest proportion of grains per unit area. Other quantitative analyses included counts of every labeled ending in selected autoradiographic sections and ratios of labeled versus unlabeled endings.
Results
Injections of 3H-leucine and WGA-HRP were placed in DNLL on one side, after which the opposite DNLL was prepared for EM autoradiography. The injection sites (Fig. 1, B , D, F) include virtually all of DNLL. As in previous studies (e.g., Oliver and Hall, 1978) autoradiographic injections were defined as regions where neuronal somata are labeled more heavily than the surrounding neuropil. In these cases, the HRP injection sites were comparable to those defined with LM autoradiography .
All autoradiographic label in DNLL (Fig. 1 , A, C, E) is due to anterograde transport from the contralateral DNLL . Each part of DNLL receives inputs from the opposite side, including the lateral subdivision where neurons from DNLL and the sagulum are intermixed. The nucleus sagulum (Fig. 1, SAG) , subcollicular tegmentum ( Fig. 1, SU) , intermediate nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (Fig. 1, IL) , and inferior colliculus (Fig. 1, IC) do not project to the contralateral DNLL. Thus, in the areas sampled for analysis at the EM level (Fig. 1 , A, C, E), the only source of labeled axonal endings is the opposite DNLL.
A4orphology of axonal endings in DNLL Two main types of axonal endings can be identified by the morphology of their synaptic vesicles and synaptic contacts (e.g., Figs. 2-6: R, PL; synaptic contacts, arrowheads). The first type are the axonal endings with round synaptic vesicles that make asymmetrical synaptic contacts (type 1: Gray, 1959) . The second type are those endings with pleomorphic synaptic vesicles that make symmetrical synaptic contacts (type 2). Both types of endings are equally common (Table l) , but only the endings with pleomorphic vesicles are significantly labeled in EM autoradiographs (Table 2) .
A number of varieties of these 2 types of endings also are found in DNLL. These could represent axonal endings from different cell types or simply variations of the 2 types of endings. Labeled endings with pleomorphic vesicles from the contralateral DNLL Test for nonrandom labeling. Even though the EM samples are from areas of heavy labeling, the grains observed in EM autoradiographs should reflect a nonrandom distribution. To demonstrate nonrandom labeling, a x2 test is used to compare the distribution of silver grains in the EM autoradiographs to a random distribution of hypothetical grains. A total of 589 real grains were compared to 2154 hypothetical grains distributed at random in the same tissue. Each of the 3 cases illustrated in Figure 1 has a significantly nonrandom distribution of silver grains (p < 0.001).
Quantitativeestimates ofactivity vs. area. Axonal endings with round and pleomorphic synaptic vesicles compose only 5 and 5.9% of the total tissue, respectively (Table 2) . However, axonal endings with pleomorphic vesicles, despite their small relative area, contain 32% of the radioactivity after axonal transport of 3H-leucine from the contralateral DNLL. This is 5.4 times the radioactivity expected from random labeling. Endings with pleomorphic vesicles in individual samples from DNLL are labeled with 1.8-2.7 grains/Km2 (Fig. 6 ). In contrast, endings with round synaptic vesicles are labeled at or below background levels. Axonal endings are occasionally labeled by the anterograde transport of HRP or WGA-HRP. In the present DABtreated material, the HRP-reaction product is seen infrequently Other tissue compartments are less heavily radiolabeled (< 1 grain/pm2) than axonal endings with pleomorphic vesicles. Nearly half of DNLL is occupied by glial elements, including compact myelin, while axons occupy about one-fourth. Postsynaptic elements (somata and dendrites), unmyelinated axons, and axonal endings make up the remainder. Most had a smaller proportion of the total radioactivity, and the radioactivity relative to the area was less than or equal to that expected by random labeling. Apart from the axonal endings with pleomorphic vesicles, most of the other radioactivity was in myelinated axons or glia (Table   2 , Fig. 6 ). In one sample (86-16, 50 wk), the glia and compact myelin categories were separated to see if the labeling in those compartments could be distinguished. In that instance, the myelin category had a higher grain density (Fig. 6 ). The proportion of activity in the axoplasm or in the astrocytic compartment was very low.
Proportion of labeled vs. unlabeled endings. Although endings with pleomorphic vesicles were labeled quite heavily, not all endings of that type were labeled. When labeled endings (identified by one or more overlying silver grains) and unlabeled endings are counted in the micrographs used for the hypothetical grain procedure, the proportion of labeled versus unlabeled end- Axonal endings from random samples used in the hypothetical grain analysis (Table 2) were classified based on their content of round (R) or pleomorphic (PL) synaptic vesicles. In samples with significant labeling, the number oflabeled axonal endings were counted. A labeled ending, in this analysis, had at least one silver grain over it. A total of 923 axonal endings were classified. (' Percentages of each type include both labeled and unlabeled endings. // Proportion of labeled endings of each type are calculated as a percentage from the total of labeled and unlabeled endings in that type.
ings can be determined. Of the 923 endings classified, approximately half contained pleomorphic synaptic vesicles. In this sample, 25.6% of the endings with pleomorphic vesicles were labeled after injections in the contralateral DNLL (Table 1) . In contrast, less than 7% ofthe endings with round synaptic vesicles are associated with silver grains (Table I ). Many of these have only one silver grain on the edge of the ending (e.g., Figs. 4B , 5B) and probably represent labeling due to cross-scatter. Thus, these ratios and the results of the hypothetical grain procedure concur. Endings with pleomorphic vesicles are heavily labeled, and endings with round vesicles are labeled below background levels.
Postsynaptic distribution of labeled endings
To estimate the distribution of labeled endings from the contralateral DNLL, all heavily labeled endings (2 or more silver grains) in an EM autoradiograph were photographed and the postsynaptic structures were identified. In this analysis, a synaptic contact is visible on about 50% ofthe endings or is assumed
The Journal of Neuroscience, March 1989, 9(3) 971 to be present because the ending is juxtaposed to a postsynaptic structure without an intervening glial process. The results from nearly 400 labeled endings in both long-and short-exposure autoradiographs are presented in Table 3 . As in the previous analysis, the majority of labeled endings contain pleomorphic synaptic vesicles (96%). Although the largest proportion of labeled endings synapse on small dendrites (~2 Km in diameter), substantial numbers of labeled axonal endings are found on cell bodies and large dendrites. Presumably, cell bodies and proximal dendrites represent only a small proportion of the neuronal surface. Thus, these data suggest DNLL provides a heavy input to these structures. Synaptic inputs on dendrites. Nearly a third of the labeled endings synapse on small dendrites (Table 3) . When synapses are visible, the proportion is slightly lower (27%). Some postsynaptic dendritic processes are quite small (Fig. 5, C', D) . These may be dendritic spines or thin dendritic branchlets (e.g., Fig.  5 , B, D) that contain few organelles. Small dendrites (< 2 wrn) in diameter) may be distal dendrites of large neurons or more proximally located dendrites of smaller neurons.
Medium-sized dendrites (> 2 and < 3 wrn diameter) and large dendrites (> 3 wrn) each represent about 16% of structures postsynaptic to labeled endings in this sample and about 21-23% of the endings with visible synaptic contacts. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, medium and large dendrites are often surrounded by axonal endings. Many endings are partly separated from each other and from the surrounding neuropil by astrocytic processes. Only a fraction of the presynaptic elements surrounding large dendrites are labeled (e.g., Figs. 2.4 and 3A, silver grains). Many of the larger dendrites may be proximal dendrites. Mediumsized dendrites could be a mixed population, including some proximal dendrites of small cells and the middle dendritic segments of other neurons.
Synapses on cell bodies. A most interesting result is the large number of labeled axonal endings that terminate on cell bodies. Nearly one-quarter of the endings with visible synaptic contacts terminated on cell bodies (Table 3) , and it was not uncommon to find 2-4 labeled endings on a profile of a cell body in EM autoradiographs exposed for 24 weeks or more. For example, at least 7 labeled endings are visible on the cell body shown in Figure 7A (arrowheads). Two of these are shown at higher magnification in Figure 8 , A, B. One of the axosomatic endings in Figure 7B is shown at higher magnification in Figure 8C , while the ending on the cell with the round nucleus in Figure 7C is The proportion of radioactivity (relative activity) was compared with the relative area occupied by each tissue compartment. Significant labeling (*) of a tissue compartment was indicated by a ratio of activity to area greater than 1. Each tissue sample was significantly nonrandom 0, -C 0.001). In this analysis, 589 autoradiographic grains were compared with 2154 random grain/source combinations from the same samples as in shown in Figure 8D . Since the axosomatic endings are similar perinuclear reticulum (Fig. 7C9 . The relative proportion of these to axonal endings that terminate on dendrites, it is possible that cell types is difficult to determine since cell bodies are infrequent both types of synapses arise from the same population of axons.
in our sample and features of the cell body are sometimes obIn the present material, some neurons have an irregularly scured by the grid bars. shaped nucleus with perinuclear rough endoplasmic reticulum Labeled axosomatic endings are not always simple boutons (Fig. 7, A, B, star) . These are often neurons with fusiform-shaped terminaux (Fig. 8) . Occasionally, they are elongated processes cell bodies. Other cells have a rounded nucleus and lack the that make multiple synaptic contacts along the cell's surface l Dorsal Nucl eus of the Lateral Lemniscus Figure 5 . Labeled endings make synaptic contacts (A-D, arrowheads) on small dendrites or appendages. These postsynaptic processes contain few organelles other than mitochondria and usually receive one synaptic contact. B and D show less common instances where 2 endings both synapse on the same dendritic process. In each case, one ending is labeled and the other is not. Case 86-32. x 35,000. Scale bars, 0.5 pm.
( Fig. 9 , A-C). These elongated processes have considerably more of their surface in contact with the postsynaptic cell body than smaller boutons. In the neuropil, multilobed axonal endings (Fig.  9D ) are sometimes found. These could be elongated processes sectioned so that the axosomatic contacts are not seen, or they could be boutons en passant.
Reciprocal connections of DNLL Although neurons in DNLL project to the opposite DNLL, the question remains whether the neurons with commissural connections also have synaptic inputs from the opposite side. In other words, is there evidence for direct, reciprocal synaptic connections between individual neurons in DNLL on both sides? Since HRP was injected along with the 3H-Leu in the present experiments, neurons in the opposite DNLL also are labeled by retrograde transport . At the LM level, the heaviest HRP labeling and the heaviest autoradiographic labeling are colocalized in the same region of DNLL. In EM autoradiographs, direct evidence on this point is provided since both markers are readily visible. Some cell bodies and proximal dendrites in DNLL contain numerous lysosomal vesicles filled with HRP reaction product (Figs. 3, A, B , 7, open arrows; 8, arrows). These same neurons receive numerous synaptic contacts from axonal endings labeled with the anterograde marker (Figs. 7, 8 , silver grains). Thus, the double labeling suggests that some neurons with commissural connections receive a reciprocal input from the opposite DNLL.
Discussion
The major finding is that the commissural connections between the 2 DNLL exhibit the morphology often associated with inhibitory function. Axonal endings from the contralateral DNLL contain pleomorphic synaptic vesicles, make symmetrical synaptic contacts, and appear to represent a homogeneous population. About one-quarter of the endings with pleomorphic vesicles in random samples were identified as labeled endings from the contralateral DNLL. The labeling presents a striking pattern of heavy inputs to cell bodies and proximal dendrites. Nearly half of all labeled endings are on either cell bodies, large, or medium-sized dendrites. In contrast, the unlabeled axonal endings in DNLL are heterogeneous at the EM level and are likely to originate from a number of brain stem auditory nuclei. The present findings also suggest that a number of cell types are present in DNLL. Since neurons in DNLL may use GABA as a neurotransmitter (Adams and Mugnaini, 1984; Thompson et al., 1985; Moore and Moore, 1987; Roberts and Ribak, 1987) , they could provide inhibitory inputs to the opposite DNLL. Some neurons may have direct, reciprocal inhibitory connections with the opposite DNLL.
Morphology of axonal endings in DNLL
The present findings show that DNLL contains a variety of axonal endings with round and pleomorphic synaptic vesicles associated with asymmetrical and symmetrical synapses, respectively. These features also distinguish different types of endings in other parts of the CNS. For example, many of the endings described here are similar to endings classified by synaptic vesicle shape and size in the inferior colliculus (Oliver, 1984a (Oliver, , 1985 (Oliver, , 1987 , lateral superior olive (LSO: Cant, 1984) , the cochlear nucleus (Lenn and Reese, 1966; Kopf-Maier, 1979; Cant, 198 1; Tolbert and Morest, 1982; Smith and Rhode, 1985) , and the medial geniculate body (Mores& 1975) . Endings with round synaptic vesicles are usually linked to excitatory synapses, while endings with pleomorphic vesicles may use inhibitory transmitters (e.g., Uchizono, 1965; Lund and Westrum, 1966; Wallberg, 1966; Valdivia, 1971) . Axonal endings with pleomorphic synaptic vesicles are labeled in DNLL and arise from the contralateral side. Pleomorphic vesicles and symmetrical synapses have been found in axonal endings that may use GABA as a neurotransmitter (e.g., McLaughlin et al., 1974; HGkfelt and Ljungdahl, 1975; Kelly et al., 1975; Ribaket al., 1977; Ribak, 1978; Vaughn et al., 1981; Wenthold et al., 1986) . Our data show that about 25% of the endings with pleomorphic vesicles are labeled in DNLL. This may be a conservative estimate. Only low levels of radioactivity may be present in some endings. Alternatively, not all of the Every EM autoradiographically labeled ending in 7 complete thin sections was photographed, classified by vesicle morphology, and sorted by postsynaptic profile. In this analysis, labeled endings were defined as those associated with 2 or more silver grains. II? case 86-16, 3 sections were used and were exposed 9 weeks. Case 86-22 represents 2 sections exposed 7 weeks. In case 86-32, 2 sections that had been exposed 24 weeks were mapped. A total of 390 axonal endings were classified. Large dendrites were > 3 pm in cross-sectional diameter; medium-sized dendrites were < 3 and > 2 pm; small dendrites were ~2 pm. " This distribution is limited to the 190 endings in the sample with visible synaptic contacts. endings from the opposite DNLL may be labeled because the . Endings which may use glycine as injections did not involve all parts of DNLL to the same extent. a neurotransmitter may have pleomorphic or flattened synaptic In addition, some radioactive endings may not have been countvesicles (e.g., in LSO: Moore and Caspary, 1983; Cant, 1984) . ed due to cross-scatter. Silver grains are not always found over Other sources of type 2 endings in DNLL could be neurons in the source of the radioactivity in EM autoradiographs (Salpeter nearby midbrain structures or local axon collaterals from DNLL et al., 1977; Oliver, 1985) .
neurons. For instance, endings with pleomorphic vesicles could There may be other sources of endings with pleomorphic come from the adjacent sagulum or inferior colliculus (e.g., vesicles besides the opposite DNLL. For example, some unla- Thompson et al., 1985; Moore and Moore, 1987 ; Roberts and beled endings with pleomorphic or flattened synaptic vesicles Ribak, 1987; Henkel and Shneiderman, 1988) . may come from LSO. The ipsilateral projection from LSO to Axonal endings with round vesicles in DNLL are not labeled the inferior colliculus is thought to include a substantial proin the present study. Endings with round synaptic vesicles are portion of glycinergic fibers (Hutson et al., 1987 ; Saint Marie associated with excitatory neurotransmitters (e.g., L-glutamate et al., 1987). Those same axons could project to the DNLL or L-aspartate in the auditory nerve: Kane, 1974; Wenthold and Gulley, 1977; Oliver et al., 1983; Potashner, 1983) . Observations of endings with different sizes of synaptic vesicles, and other features, suggest that more than one variety of ending is present. Many of the brain-stem nuclei that provide inputs to DNLL (Glendenning et al., 198 1; ) also project to the inferior colliculus and could do so by means of collaterals (Iwahori, 1986) . Endings with small, round vesicles have been identified in EM studies of the colliculus (Oliver, 1985 (Oliver, , 1987 . Some of those endings are from the cochlear nucleus and may arise from stellate, fusiform (pyramidal), or giant cells (Osen, 1972; Adams, 1979; Cant, 1982) . Since some of these sources project to DNLL, they could be a source of unlabeled endings with small, round vesicles. In contrast, endings with larger round vesicles may arise from other structures such as the superior olivary complex.
Cell types in DNLL Previous anatomical and physiological investigations have shown DNLL to contain a heterogeneous population of neurons. In studies of Golgi-impregnated material, 11 cell types were defined in the cat (Kane and Barone, 1980) while 3 types were identified in the mouse (Iwahori, 1986) . The present findings suggest that nuclear morphology and the distribution of rough endoplasmic reticulum distinguish different categories of cells. These features have been used to distinguish cell types in the cochlear nucleus and inferior colliculus (Cant and Morest, 1979; Cant, 198 1; Oliver, 1984b) . Electrophysiological studies of DNLL demonstrate a variety of responses to binaural stimuli Brugge et al. 1970) . Cell types in DNLL may be related to their connections. Cells in DNLL appear to project to either the ipsilateral or contralateral inferior colliculus, but a few cells project bilaterally (Tanaka et al., 1985) . This suggests that the commissural connection between the DNLL could represent inputs from at least 2 cell types, the neurons with contralateral projections and those with bilateral projections. In the present study, at least 2 cell types appear to participate in commissural connections, and examples of both cell types are shown to have direct, reciprocal connections with the opposite DNLL.
The number of functionally distinct cell types in DNLL could be related to the type of neurotransmitter present. In immunocytochemical studies, many cells in DNLL stain with GABA or GAD antibodies (Adams and Mugnaini, 1984; Thompson et al., 1985; Moore and Moore, 1987; Roberts and Ribak, 1987) . Commissural inhibitory inputs between opposite DNLL The crossed projections may provide significant inhibitory inputs to the opposite DNLL. Data at the LM level are consistent with the concept of tightly coupled reciprocal connections. After injections of HRP mixed with 'H-Leu into DNLL, the region on the contralateral side with the heaviest retrograde labeling also had the heaviest anterograde label . At the EM level, some cells with projections to the contralateral side are double labeled. Thus, many cells that project to the contralateral DNLL may be involved in reciprocal connections. Other cells may not be involved in reciprocal connections but may receive an inhibitory commissural input.
Data from Golgi-impregnated material in DNLL (Iwahori, 1986) show that axons from the commissure of Probst contribute to pericellular baskets around the soma and proximal dendrites. At the EM level, the present results indicate that many of the axonal endings in the pericellular baskets make symmetrical synapses. Many of the labeled endings terminate on cell bodies or large dendrites. These locations are the most effective sites for synaptic inputs on a neuron. Ifthe crossed DNLL pathway uses GABA and is inhibitory, the excitation of neurons in DNLL on one side may produce a dramatic reduction in the firing of neurons on the contralateral side. DNLL pathway vs. other ascending auditory pathways The auditory system of the brain stem consists of parallel, ascending pathways to the inferior colliculus, where most pathways synapse (see Oliver, 1987; , for discussion). The multisynaptic, DNLL pathway complements the direct pathway from the cochlear nucleus and indirect pathway via the superior olivary complex. Direct pathways travel uninterrupted from the dorsal and ventral cochlear nuclei to the inferior colliculus (e.g., Osen, 1972; Adams 1979; Cant, 1982; Oliver, 1984a Oliver, , 1987 and may be monaural (e.g., Semple and Aitkin, 1980) . Indirect pathways include a synapse in the superior olivary complex where important binaural cross-correlations are performed (e.g., Boudreau and Tsuchitani, 1968; Goldberg and Brown, 1969) . Both the direct and indirect pathways converge in the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus where neurons may display either monaural or binaural responses (Nelson and Erulkar, 1963; Osen, 1972; Roth et al., 1978; Adams, 1979; Semple and Aitkin, 1979; Brunso-Bechtold et al., 1981; Cant, 1982; Kuwada and Yin, 1983a-c; Kuwada et al., 1984; Oliver et al., 1986) .
Studies of the inputs and outputs of DNLL show that the DNLL pathway is tonotopically organized and parallels the other ascending pathways to the inferior colliculus (Glendenning et al., 1981; . In addition to the inputs from the contralateral side, the DNLL receives inputs from many of the same sources as the inferior colliculus and, thus, has both monaural and binaural inputs. As illustrated in Figure  10 , the main inputs to DNLL are from the ventral cochlear nucleus, LSO, and medial superior olive (MSO). Of these, the primary excitatory inputs are likely to be provided by the contralateral cochlear nucleus, the contralateral LSO, and the ipsilateral MSO. A small projection to the low-frequency DNLL from the ipsilateral cochlear nucleus is probably excitatory. In contrast, the ipsilateral LSO (Hutson et al., 1987; Saint Marie et al., 1987) and the contralateral DNLL may provide inhibitory inputs to DNLL.
The outputs of DNLL (Fig. 10) are to the inferior colliculus on both sides as well as the contralateral DNLL (Goldberg and Moore, 1967; Kudo, 198 1; . Projections from DNLL to the contralateral inferior colliculus form bands that parallel the fibrodendritic laminae of the central nucleus (Kudo, 1981; . If the DNLL pathway is inhibitory, it may provide feedforward, inhibitory inputs to the inferior colliculus. Thus, the inhibitory, tonotopically organized bands of the DNLL pathway may complement the other inputs from the direct and indirect pathways (Oliver, 1984a (Oliver, , 1987 Shneiderman and Henkel, 1987; . * Dorsal Nucl eus of the Lateral Lemniscus LEFT RIGHT dramatically. Finally, a state similar to a monaural stimulus may be reached as the stimulus is fully lateralized. Why would an ascending pathway require a mechanism to balance the activity on the 2 sides? Since information in the auditory system reaches the DNLL after the superior olivary complex, DNLL may not be part of the initial mechanism that calculates the location of sound. However, the DNLL pathway could modulate the results of the binaural information transmitted to the inferior colliculus. Such a mechanism could help sharpen the receptive field properties of neurons that respond to the location of a sound in space. If the DNLL pathway is inhibitory, its multisynaptic nature could produce time-delayed IPSPs in the inferior colliculus. Inhibition has become an important part of models to explain interaural time and intensity mechanisms for binaural hearing (Colburn and Moss, 1981; Linderman, 1986) . Thus, the study of the DNLL pathway could prove useful in understanding more complex processes IetIr;ar nervous system. Crossed connections between DNLL may regulate the ascending DNLL pathway Regulating the flow of ascending inhibitory inputs to the inferior colliculus may be an important function ofthe reciprocal crossed connection between the 2 DNLL. Since cells in DNLL are binaural Brugge et al., 1970) , they would be influenced by the relative amount of stimulation to one ear versus the other. Shifts from monaural to binaural stimulation might alter the firing rate in the 2 DNLL dramatically. For example, in an experiment using dichotic stimuli delivered through headphones, the primary effect of a monaural stimulus to the left ear (Fig. 10 , STIM) could be to activate the contralateral (right) DNLL via the pathways mentioned above. The DNLL pathway through the right side projects bilaterally to the inferior colliculus. Since the right DNLL is excited, the left DNLL would be inhibited via the crossed connections (Fig. 10) . This would suppress the ascending inhibitory inputs from the left DNLL pathway. At the same time, inhibition of the left DNLL would disinhibit the right DNLL and possibly augment its response.
In contrast, a free-field stimulus (or a binaural stimulus delivered through headphones) could produce a more complex pattern of activation in one DNLL relative to the other. Depending on the location of the sound in space (or the phase or intensity differences between the ears), the relative amount of activity in the 2 DNLL could vary. For example, a stimulus directly in front (or on the midline with headphones) might result in a symmetrical level of activation in the 2 DNLL, and a balanced level of inhibitory inputs to the inferior colliculus might result. As a sound moves towards the side (away from the midline), the relative excitation of the 2 DNLL might shift
